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Executive summary

The adoption of the revised Directive on Payment Services (PSD2) has
set the stage for open banking in Europe. By providing standardized
access to customer data and banking infrastructure, PSD2 will lower
the barriers for entry to third-party providers and financial technology
companies (FinTechs), and it will stimulate the development of new
business models and a wide range of new banking services. In this way,
PSD2 will be a catalyst for both disruption and strategic renewal in
Europe’s banking markets.
Europe’s consumers have started to embrace the kinds of services and
companies that PSD2 will foster. A PwC Strategy& study on PSD2,
conducted in the first quarter of 2016, suggests that 88 percent of
consumers use third-party providers for online payments, which
indicates that there is a large, primed base of customers for other
digital banking services.
Nevertheless, the overall response of Europe’s bankers to PSD2 is one of
uncertainty: Although 68 percent of bankers fear that PSD2 will cause
them to lose control of the client interface, many of them remain unsure
how to respond to the new directive. As a result, they are adopting a
defensive, wait-and-see stance that is risk averse.
In contrast, there are a few banks — and more third-party providers
and FinTechs — that are embracing the possibilities of open banking
and pursuing strategies aimed at winning a leading role in the future.
They are not waiting until the implementation of PSD2.
In this report, we bring together the attitudes and behaviors of banking
customers, the mind-set and concerns of bankers, and the responses
of first-mover banks and FinTechs to analyze the implications and
ramifications of PSD2 for Europe’s banks. And we offer five strategic
options that banks can consider to expand their offerings, better serve
their customers, and grow their market share and revenues.
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With the adoption of PSD2, an irrevocable shift to open banking in
Europe has become inevitable. Europe’s banks cannot afford to wait for
the official PSD2 implementation date in 2018 to formulate a strategic
response.
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Europe’s open banking mandate

On October 8, 2015, the European Parliament adopted the revised
Directive on Payment Services (PSD2). It requires Europe’s banks to
offer third-party providers greater access to customer data and payment
infrastructure, and gives banks until 2018 to comply with its mandates.
Depending on how banks choose to respond, the new directive can be
either a catalyst for jump-starting the development of valuable new
business models or a threat that will spawn serious competitive
challenges.
The European Parliament adopted PSD2 to make it easier, faster, and
less expensive for consumers to pay for goods and services, by
promoting innovation (especially by third-party providers), enhancing
payment security, and standardizing payment systems across Europe.
PSD2 uses three mechanisms to achieve this: First, it expands the
regulatory purview of the European Union (E.U.) to include new kinds
of providers, such as payment initiation and account information
services. Second, it imposes limitations on transaction fees and stricter
rules on refunds to lower transaction costs for consumers. Third, and
the most disruptive, it requires European banks to open their payment
infrastructure and customer data to third-party providers of financial
services.
Although the technical details of PSD2 have not been fully specified yet,
banks will most likely have to use application programming interfaces
(APIs) to provide access for third-party providers (see Exhibit 1, next
page). These standardized interfaces are powerful facilitators and
drivers of digital businesses — beyond their use in the exchange of
data, APIs allow companies to adopt a modular approach for quickly
and cost-effectively creating and scaling new businesses. For this
reason, the pace of API development and use is accelerating in
numerous industries.
Uber, for example, quickly grew from a small startup to a global
company by integrating partner capabilities via APIs. It uses the
Google Maps API to locate customers and track drivers, Google’s Cloud
Messaging API for instant messaging, and PayPal’s Braintree API for
6
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Exhibit 1
PSD2 gives third parties access to data and payments via APIs

Checks her accounts
— how much is my
overall balance?

Orders a product
from Anna, initiates
payment via a payment
provider

Access to accounts

Anna

Anna’s bank
(Payment service provider)

Account
information
service
provider

Payment
initiation
service
provider

(e.g.,Ontrees, Mint)

(e.g., Sofort, Trustly)

Gets
account
info

Initiates
payment

Standardized interface (API)

Ben

Ben’s bank
(Payment service provider)
Standardized interface (API)

Transfers funds (via bank network)

Source: Strategy& analysis
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payment. In addition to using third-party APIs, Uber also has developed
its own API and provided it to other companies to extend the reach of
its services. For instance, OpenTable, the online reservation network,
incorporates Uber’s API in its app to allow customers to arrange travel
to and from restaurants when they make a reservation. Companies such
as Amazon, eBay, Facebook, Salesforce, and Twitter also have
successfully used APIs to bolster their capabilities and build their
businesses.
Until recently, the use of APIs and the exchange of data in the banking
sector was limited. This was partly because of the dictates of regulation
and security, and partly because banks have been hesitant to loosen
their hold on customer data and infrastructure. But the adoption of
PSD2 creates a new playing field.
Now, European banks must open their data and infrastructure to fulfill
regulatory requirements. Even though the professed focus of PSD2 is on
payments and access to accounts, its ramifications extend far beyond
that limited area. In addition to using APIs to achieve compliance,
Europe’s banks and third-party providers will be able to use them far
more strategically. They could add third-party capabilities to their core
business offerings via APIs, thereby creating and testing new models
and concepts faster and driving down their cost of innovation. They
could bolster their cross-selling efforts and extend their reach into new
markets by providing their APIs to third parties. And they could use the
consumer behavior and preference data that accrue from these activities
to develop the insights needed to create additional new consumer
products and services.
This report, which includes the results of our study of the strategic
ramifications of PSD2, explores the current market situation from the
perspectives of European consumers and banks. It also offers our
perspective on how Europe’s banks can transform the looming threat
of sectoral disruption and the emergence of new competition into a
catalyst for expanding their offerings, better serving their customers,
and growing their market share and revenues.
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Security and convenience
will drive consumer adoption

Our survey confirmed that the use of third-party providers for digital
payments is already standard behavior among European consumers.
Further, it suggests that consumers will patronize third-party providers
that leverage PSD2 to expand their existing payments businesses (as the
volume of digital transactions continues to grow in coming years) and
to launch digital offerings in new markets, such as personal financial
management.
Eighty-eight percent of the survey’s respondents already use third-party
digital payment services, such as PayPal1 and Sofort, and nearly threequarters of them know that these services are not affiliated with their
banks. In addition, 85 percent of respondents rate the security of these
alternative payment services as “high” or “very high,” and 82 percent
“agree” or “strongly agree” that companies such as PayPal and Amazon
can handle cash transfers as reliably and safely as their banks. In short,
third-party payment services have earned consumer trust.
The degree to which third-party providers can capitalize on this high
level of trust in their payment services will be an important factor in
determining the competitive threat they pose to banks. If they can
combine high trust levels with proprietary consumer behavior and
preference data, third-party providers could create a solid foundation
for expanding beyond payments into other services, such as account
monitoring and personal financial management, that banks have
traditionally offered.
Current consumer attitudes and behaviors with regard to digital
banking services beyond payment are more nuanced. First, far fewer
consumers are using non-payment apps: Only 32 percent of the survey
respondents are using apps provided by their banks, and only 11
percent are using nonbank apps. Security concerns are the primary
reason for the low adoption rates of these digital banking services:
34 percent of respondents who are not using financial apps said they
would “certainly” or “likely” adopt them if their security concerns
were eliminated.
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Second, despite the substantial lead that banks enjoy in non-payment
apps over third-party providers, they cannot rest easy: The survey also
revealed that users of third-party apps tend to use them for more valueadded activities than the users of bank apps (see Exhibit 2, next page).
The reasons, from the consumer perspective: Third-party apps offer a
compelling user experience (easy navigation, few keystrokes,
automation, and fast response times), and they are convenient, allowing
consumers to manage accounts with different banks from one point of
access with minimal manual entries. This suggests two possibilities
when PSD2 opens up banking data and infrastructure: Banks could find
themselves in a disadvantaged position relative to third-party
competitors, or they could seize the moment and design more
convenient and compelling products and services.
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Exhibit 2
Users of nonbank apps tend to engage in more value-added activities than users of bank apps
Current usage of banking apps
Usage of apps provided by banks

Usage of apps provided by nonbanks

Users of banks, multiple answers possible

Users of nonbanks, multiple answers possible

80%

Checking account balance

67%

Money transfer

62%
45%

54%
25%

Receiving messages
15%

Overview security depot

14%

Information search

16%
17%

Personal financial management

12%
8%
4%

Trading
Choosing investment strategies

14%
10%
8%

Source: Representative
consumer survey of 1,000
German consumers
conducted by Strategy& in
February 2016
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Most bankers are playing
defense

Our interviews with senior executives in 30 leading banks across Europe
reveal a mixed, but mostly negative, perception of PSD2. A large majority
(88 percent) of the executives believe that PSD2 will affect their
businesses, but they are far less sure about the specific implications and
ramifications of PSD2 or what their response to the directive should be.
Many bankers are attuned to the disruptions in their sector. Slightly
more than half of the executives told us that their banks have launched
or soon will launch strategy initiatives. Yet substantially fewer of them
have a clear sense of what role PSD2 could or should play in these
initiatives, and how it might support new business models that enable
enhanced customer relationships, collaboration with partners inside
and outside the industry, product and service innovation, and/or
competitive pricing strategies (see Exhibit 3, next page).
In our talks with bankers, it became evident that there are three distinct
schools of thought with respect to PSD2:
• The threat school sees PSD2 as an exercise in compliance and
tactical response. In this school, PSD2 is a driver of cost, not revenue.
Moreover, the new level of competition stimulated by PSD2 is
expected to mainly require a tactical response, perhaps in the form
of lower prices, to defend the customer interface.
• The wait-and-see school views PSD2 as a not-yet-ripe chance to
better serve customers and extend market reach. In this school, it is
too early to tell how PSD2 can be used to create value. Thus, the
proper response is to comply with the directive, and wait and see
what happens when the changes it mandates are in place.
• The catalyst school sees PSD2 in the broader context of the
fundamental disruption that is under way across the global financial
sector. It perceives the directive as yet another of the catalytic forces
that are providing momentum to the inexorable move toward open
banking. This school believes that the time for responding to PSD2 is
at hand — indeed, some say it is already passing.
12
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Exhibit 3
Assessment of PSD2 impact on banks

88%
Expect PSD2 to have an
impact on their business

68%

52%

Are concerned about
losing control of their
customer interface

PSD2

Think there
will be a risk of
liability problems

68%
Feel they will be weakened
as a result of PSD2

84%
Foresee strategy changes
due to PSD2

Despite the high perception of risk, 44%

of banks plan to provide

an open bank offering in the next 5 years

32%

64%

Expect to offer new
functionalities that are
essential for existing
ecosystems

Intend to integrate foreign
products or functionalities
into own digital offering

44%
Are planning to integrate
own products or functionalities
into foreign ecosystems

Source: Strategy&
interviews with executives
of leading European banks,
February–May 2016
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The catalyst school represents the only viable approach to PSD2.
Because the directive mandates open banking, Europe’s banks should
respond by formulating business models that embrace collaborative
relationships with new partners and the exchange of data via APIs.
Otherwise, banks will be vulnerable to service commoditization and
competitive marginalization.
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Six business models for a
new era in European banking

To illuminate the kinds of business models that could be used to more
effectively compete in an open banking environment, we examined
first-mover banks and financial technology companies (FinTechs) that
have already begun creating API-powered, data-fueled businesses.
From among them, we chose six companies — Buddybank, Number26,
Treefin, Satispay, Open Bank Project, and Figo — that are leveraging
APIs and the advent of open banking in different ways (see Exhibit 4,
next page). Collectively, they illustrate the range of possibilities inherent
in the changes mandated by PSD2.
Buddybank’s modular mobile model
Buddybank, a subsidiary of Italy’s UniCredit, will be accessible only
on iOS smartphones. Billed as a bank that is “always at the customer’s
side,” Buddybank will offer conventional banking products, such as
accounts, credit and debit cards, and loans, as well as lifestyle services
such as restaurant and travel reservations.
Buddybank is being built on a lean, stand-alone architecture, which
will allow for fast, low-cost expansion. The front end and API are being
created for mobile use only by an Italian developer. The architecture
will enable the company to quickly and easily provide banking services
through connections with partners.
“With the help of APIs, we will build a bank in just 12 months,” says
Angelo D’Alessandro, founder of the startup. “And we will continue at
this pace by partnering with the best and continuously innovate our
offering. With an initial investment of €50 million [US$55 million], we
expect to attract 1 million customers within five years of our launch in
January 2017.”
Number26’s modular bank model
Number26 is building the first mobile-only, pan-European bank.
Convinced that consumers want a single digital platform for all their
Strategy&
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Exhibit 4
Six API-powered business models are emerging in banking

API-based platform bank

Modular
digital bank

Pan-European
FinTech hub
Client

Front-end banking products

API layer

Aggregated data

API-powered
PFM solution

API-powered P2P
payment solution

Open API and
app marketplace

Backend
API and
data provider

Building a bank based on
modules from third parties
(e.g., Buddybank)

Complementing bank offering
with third-party (FinTech) offering
(e.g., Number26)

Leveraging APIs and data for
holistic PFM solutions
(e.g., Treefin)

Using APIs to integrate own
offering in third-party networks
(e.g., Satispay)

Offering an open API and app store
(e.g., Open Bank Project)

(Providing a banking-as-a-service platform
(including data, functionality)
(e.g., Figo)

Source: Strategy& analysis
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banking needs, the Berlin-headquartered bank, which launched in
France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Slovakia, and Spain in December 2015,
is taking a modular approach to building a FinTech hub by integrating
APIs from a number of partners.
To counter competitive threats from both existing banks and other
FinTechs, Number26 plans to quickly and continually adapt its
offerings to ensure that its customers can always access the best
products. “We believe that we have a first-mover advantage,” explains
Alexander Weber, the mobile bank’s head of strategy. “Others will
need considerable time to catch up — and we will not stop moving
in the meantime.”
Number26 is striving to offer a “simple and fun” customer experience.
“Currently, we have an average four contact points per customer
per week, and we use each contact point to learn more about our
customers’ preferences and desires,” says Weber. “We have a very good
understanding of the customer and constantly work on becoming more
customer-centric. And this will remain true even as we expand our
offering.”
Treefin’s API-powered personal financial
management (PFM) solution
Germany-based Treefin is using APIs to offer customers single-view
access to their capital investments, insurance policies, and bank
accounts. APIs enable the company to integrate multiple data sources
into its free digital finance app, which works across devices.
Bringing the user’s assets together will enable Treefin to analyze and
make suggestions for optimizing individual financial returns. In this
way, the company hopes to become a leading independent, trusted
financial advisor for the digital age. “Say a customer is drawing on an
expensive overdraft facility for an extended period,” says CEO Reinhard
Tahedl. “We could recommend looking into short-term credits as an
alternative.”
PSD2 will enable Treefin to expand its service area across Europe.
“We see the biggest potential in leveraging data — that means bank
data and additional data — securely and in a fast way via APIs,” says
Tahedl. “This will give us a chance to deepen our customer
relationships. If companies don’t use data to better understand client
needs and to provide real solutions, their clients will stay away — not
just from branches, but from any channel.”
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Satispay’s API-enabled payment solution
Italy-based Satispay is a free app that its customers can use to send
money through person-to-person (P2P) technology and make payments
to registered brick-and-mortar and online merchants. Its target is the
small, repetitive payments, such as those made at coffee shops and
fast-serve restaurants. It intends to capture them at scale by providing
its app users with value-added convenience and its merchant partners
with low transaction fees.
Satispay does not aspire to create a platform for other services.
Rather, it plans a closed application service that is easily integrated into
third-party networks and apps, as well as the point-of-sale systems of
merchants. “We expect to use the new PSD2 standards and services to
simplify the integration processes,” says CEO Alberto Dalmasso. “The
key factor is to guarantee a client identification process that is simple
and standardized.”
Open Bank Project’s app and API marketplace
Berlin-based Open Bank Project (OBP) was founded by Simon Redfern
in 2010. OBP has created an open source API platform and a community
of developers, which banks can use to quickly and securely create new
products and services. It also runs an app store, which gives banks
access to third-party applications and services. And most recently, it has
introduced an off-the-shelf API solution that banks can use to become
PSD2-compliant.
OBP’s open source platform offers numerous benefits to banks,
according to Ismail Chaib, the COO of boutique software engineering
firm Tesobe, which initiated OBP. “First, the OBP solution is a rich set of
APIs covering everything from access to accounts to geo-location and
transaction data,” he explains. “Second, it is developer-friendly —
offering interactive documentation and software development kits in
multiple languages. Third, it gives banks access to a broad community
of developers who are already busy working on APIs.”
Figo’s banking-as-a-service platform
Figo is a Germany-based B2B banking service provider that is offering
a platform for the exchange of bank data and functionality via its
banking API. Specifically, Figo’s API consolidates data from numerous
financial sources, such as banks and credit card companies, and
provides third-party companies, banks, and FinTechs access to that
data. In addition, Figo is offering its customers an API designed to
18
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fulfill PSD2 requirements, giving banks an alternative to building the
regulation-required APIs in-house.
Operating in Austria and Germany, Figo plans to expand across Europe.
The company’s strategy is to be a prime banking service provider. Its
value proposition includes its PSD2-compliant solutions, independence,
noncompetitive neutrality, and the reach and scale of its network of
developers. Currently 750 developers are working on Figo’s platform,
which manages 43 million API requests a month.
“Our aim is to provide our customers with high-quality services via a
central, safe, and regulatory-compliant platform,” says CEO André M.
Bajorat. Compliance mainly refers to IT security, data protection, and
other PSD2 license requirements. “This offering could go beyond data
and functionality API. We could also see ourselves running an app store
under the company name or a ‘white-label’ store in which banks and
other developers can publish their products and services.”
Bajorat believes that B2B and B2C customers will increasingly look to
aggregators, such as Figo, to shop a broad selection of banking service
solutions. “Banks may still hold account relationships and provide
products, but they will be in a more competitive situation, and they will
need to ensure that their products and services are best in class and that
their infrastructure functions flawlessly,” he says.

The companies above each embody a different strategic rationale and
generate value in a different way, but each is also an example of a firstmover FinTech or bank that has already embraced open infrastructures
and APIs. As customer-centricity, innovation, and time-to-market
become ever more important, companies like these — that are able to
successfully adopt API-driven and partner-based strategies — will
increasingly move toward center stage.
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Choosing the right strategy

Open infrastructures will drive digital businesses for years to come, and
they will continue to blur the boundaries between industries. Banking is
already experiencing the disruptions this has caused. The leading banks
of the future will be those that can frame a timely strategic response to
this disruption. They will holistically address customer needs by
developing modular solutions that use APIs to connect data, products,
and services drawn from across the financial-services sector, and other
sectors as well. In doing so, they will capture customer insight and
transform it into ever more compelling solutions.
There is no universal answer to this strategic challenge (see Exhibit 5,
next page). Not every bank will have the capabilities and structural
preconditions necessary to build a full-fledged digital platform, for
instance. But this does not mean that they should not or cannot use APIs
and open infrastructures to create value.
PSD2’s mandates are set to take effect in 2018, but banks do not have
the time to wait and see what the implementation will bring. Instead,
they should treat the new directive as a catalyst to begin formulating a
differentiated and value-generating strategic response of their own as
soon as possible — a response that fits their unique value proposition,
capabilities, and service offerings.
The only truly relevant question for European banks at this juncture is
whether they will choose to lead and shape the future of open banking
or be reduced to regulation-bound providers of commodity services to
other, more visionary companies.
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Exhibit 5
How will your bank generate value in an era of open banking?
Strategic rationale

1. Third-party
module sourcing

– “Defend” customer interface by being innovation leader in products
and services
– Support own innovation, reduce time-to-market through external
sourcing via APIs in a fast, cost-efficient, flexible way

Value generation
Lower development costs,
customer engagement and
retention

2. Third-party
data sourcing

– “Defend” customer interface by better understanding customers and
developing data-driven, customer-centric products and services

Customer engagement
and retention

3. Banking
module provider

– Expand banking to new use cases by enabling partners to integrate
bank modules in own offering

Customer acquisition,
cross-selling, and new
business (API partners)

– Support innovation through collaboration with external partners

4. Banking data
provider

– Build up new business of providing high-class/premium data to third
parties

New business (API partners)

5. Digital platform

– Become a true innovation leader, providing the best products and
services by establishing a “mutual relationship” with third parties

Potentially all of the above

Source: Strategy& analysis
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Methodology: The PwC
Strategy& PSD2 study

In the first quarter of 2016, after the adoption of PSD2, Strategy&
undertook a comprehensive analysis of the new directive to answer the
following questions:
• What is the likelihood that consumers will adopt services offered by
nonbank competitors?
• How do Europe’s banks perceive the effects of PSD2?
• How much new competition — from FinTechs and other nonbank
players — will arise from PSD2?
• How can banks benefit from the opening of data and standardized
interface mandated by PSD2?
To gain the customer perspective on the above questions, a
representative survey of 1,000 consumers in Germany was conducted.
To capture the industry perspective, we interviewed senior
representatives of 30 leading banks in eight countries (Austria, France,
Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, Switzerland, and the U.K.). Further,
the perspectives and case studies of a representative group of European
FinTechs that are already leveraging APIs and data in innovative ways
were researched and compiled. The findings were analyzed and
evaluated by regulatory, digital, and strategy experts at Strategy&.
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Endnote

PayPal operates under a banking license, but because it is not a traditional
account-holding bank in consumers’ minds, we define it as a third-party
provider here.
1
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